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Managing Complex Email Marketing for a Leading 
Public Financial Services Company

Background:

The client, a diversifed public �nancial services company, headquartered in New York,  
provides online brokerage and related products and services primarily to individual retail 
investors. Their core strategy is to create value for customers and competitive advantage 
by utilizing technology to provide brokerage, banking and lending products, primarily through 
electronic delivery channels.  

They o�er products and services to retail, corporate and institutional customers, and operates 
in multiple countries around the world.  Retail customers can move money electronically 
between brokerage, banking and lending accounts and have access to physical touch points 
that include 30 centers throughout the United States. Corporate clients utilize their employee 
stock plan administration and options management tools.  Institutional customers enjoy 
access to a broad range of brokerage products and services, including cross-border trading 
and independent research. 

Challenge:

This leading �nancial services company had a need to �nd a vendor who could enhance and 
augment an email marketing process currently being conducted by a third party vendor.  
Emails needed to be sent via predetermined templates based on information found in each 
contact record. 

They needed a vendor who could house the text and html templates in an editable format in 
a centralized database on the Internet.  The need was also to be able to determine which 
template is distributed to each contact upon upload requiring a sophisticated level of 
personalization.  All emails needed to be sent with in 24 hours of receipt and any that 
bounced back within a certain timeframe needed to be managed, collected and recorded in 
the system.  

Bounce back emails would then initiate a hard copy mailing process which would be 
managed by a third party ful�llment vendor.  This solution had a very fast turn requirement, 
and the need was to have a replacement in 12 days. 
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Solution:
interlinkONE, using integrated components of their ilinkONE V8 marketing software suite 
implemented  a solution to support the managed email process.  Using interlinkONE’s 
software, this leading �nancial services company added the capability of adding the text and 
html templates, as well as the ability to upload daily distribution �les for email ful�llment. 
interlinkONE implemented sophisticated bounceback management software to aid in the 
collection of failed emails.  Using standard SMTP, all hard and soft bounces are collected and 
sent to the ful�llment vendor for further action. 
 
Bene�ts:
By implementing interlinkONE’s software, this leading �nancial services company provides a 
seamlessly integrated and centrally located email system that supports personalization and 
bounce back management.  

Using the system, they have the ability to manage an integrated email and hardcopy 
marketing process which ties into the application being used by third party vendors.  
Bounce backs are captured in real time and are recorded in the system without the need 
for manual entry. Access to information is readily available and user friendly.  

interlinkONE was able to have the system up and running within 12 days meeting the tight 
deadline.  
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